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> Porcelain Media Walls come in VIP and VIP+ configurations. Utilize either configuration, add 
your video display and you create a presentation system that can handle just about every type 
of media in almost any environment.  
 
> The VIP Media Wall incorporates the standard VIP Rail System. Rails are designed to mount 
directly to the wall. The 6cm wide aluminum profile creates an unbroken, horizontal line while 
keeping all boards and flip charts in order. Steel ball bearings are fitted inside the top rails 
making it easy to hang and take down loose sheets of paper without damage. And depending 
on the top rail configuration, you can create a two or three level presentation wall by adding 
additional component boards. These boards hang and slide in the top track and hide the video 
display for dramatic effect. 
 
> The VIP+ Media Wall utilizes the larger VIP+ Sliding Rail System.  
VIP+ configurations are ideal for large classrooms and conference rooms, and also can create 
multi-level presentations using wall mounted porcelain boards and heavy duty sliding rails. 
Combine with oversized VIP+ Series Component Boards, and you have larger than ever, 
superior surfaces perfect for writing, projecting and hiding media. 
 
Frames are matte anodized aluminum. Boards are also available  
in glass, fabric even 100% recycled rubber.

Finish:
Anodized aluminum frames; various board finishes.

note:   Single and Double Rails include ball bearings for paper hanging. 
Concealed Mounting hardware is included. Custom sizes are available.  
36" to 192" lengths available with standard lead time.   
For custom sizes and lengths greater than 192"  contact Corona Group.

For lengths greater than 192", Splice Kits are available.

Notice Boards, Glass Boards, Markerboards and all Component Boards sold separately.
Video Display not included. 
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